Name: Stefan Kristensen
Class of works: I am writing in support of Class #2 (DVD Region Coding):
Audiovisual works stored on Digital Versatile Disks ("DVDs") that are not
available in Region 1 DVD format and access to which is prevented by
technological measures.
Summary:
Disc name: too numerous to list

I lived in Germany for over a year and to keep up my language skills once I
returned back to the states, I bought a number of DVDs. I had hoped to be able
to watch them when I returned to the U.S. which does not seem to be possible.
I did not know that DVDs purchased in Europe would not work in the US. It's a
bit strange - CDs, tapes, records - have always worked, so why not a DVD?
The DVDs that I bought but couldn't watch in the US are: Hackers, Dungeons &
Dragons, Final Fantasy, Starship Troopers - Roughnecks/Starship Troopers - Der
Kampf geht weiter, The Day the World Ended/Tod aus dem All, X Files -
Existence/Akte X - Existence, and Battlefield Earth/Kampf um die Erde.